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ABSTRACT
Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) is a system in which attribute are used for user’s
identity and data owner determine the access policy to the data to be encrypt. Here access policy are attached
with the ciphertext. In the form of a monotone Boolean formula monotone access structure, an access policy
can be interpreted and a linear secret-sharing scheme (LSSS) can be implemented. In recent CP-ABE
schemes, LSSS is a matrix whose row represent attributes and there exist a general algorithm which is
proposed by Lewko and Waters it transforms a Boolean formula into corresponding LSSS matrix. But we
may want to transform the monotone Boolean formula to an analogous but compressed formula first before
applying the algorithm. This is a very complex procedure and require efficient optimization algorithm for
obtaining equivalent but smaller size Boolean formula. So in this paper we are introducing an extended LSSS
called multi-linear secret-sharing scheme where we can eliminate above optimization algorithm and directly
convert any Boolean formula to multi-linear secret-sharing scheme.
Keywords: Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryption, Access Policy, Multi-Linear Secret-Sharing
Scheme, Encryption
1.

INTRODUCTION

Attribute based encryption (ABE) is useful for
applications
where
data
provider
according to some policy, he wants to share data
based on receiver’s attribute. Sahai and Waters
provide this new scheme for the access control of
any encrypted data. It is a form of public key
encryption, where instead of one-to -one
communication
it
provide
one-to-many
communication. ABE works on the concept of set of
attributes.Where a user's secret key and cyphertext
depend onattributes.And ciphertext decryption is on
ly possible if the user key set and the ciphertext
attributes matches. ABE has two variants called KPABE and CP-ABE called Key-Policy ABE and

Ciphertext-Policy ABE. Data owner encrypt the data
using attributes and this encrypted data is decrypt
using secret key associated by access policy in KPABE. And in the case of CP-ABE data is encrypted
using access policy and decrypted by secret key
associated with set of attributes. In this paper we are
focusing on CP-ABE.
Threshold, tree structure called access control tree
and secret sharing mechanism are the three
categories of access structure that are used mainly.
Threshold structure (k, n) by lagrange interpolation
theorem divides the secret information s into n
sections and the secret s can be only reconstructed
when no less than k information cooperates. The tree
structure called access control tree effectively
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enhance the access structures expressiveness[1,2].
In order to allow the access structure to express
more complex logical relationships between attribut
es, it combines many "AND", "OR" and "threshold
" operations.In terms of the monotone Boolean for
mula or monotone access structure, access policy ca
n be represented and can be realised via linear secre
t sharing schemes (LSSS)[3]. In this paper we are
introducing a variation of LSSS called multi-linear
secret-sharing scheme.
Most common representation of monotone access
structure is LSSS matrices[4]. An algorithm was
proposed by Lewko and Waters for converting
Boolean formula to LSSS matrices. Ciphertext
include (𝑀, 𝜌) which is nothing but LSSS matrix
where 𝑀 represent matrix and 𝜌 is a function which
maps row of matrix to an attribute. As an example an
LSSS matrix is given in Fig 1 which representing an
access policy.

Figure 1: An LSSS matrix example with each row
represent attributes P, S, Q and R respectively.
According to the algorithm before
converting to LSSS matrices any formula should be
in compressed or minimal form. This include more
complexity into CP-ABE scheme. So in this paper
we propose an extension of LSSS called multi-linear
secret sharing scheme in which the we can convert
any Boolean formula into LSSS matrix without
converting to a minimal form.
1.1 Related Work
Attribute based encryption is first introduced by
Sahai and Waters[5] in the paper fuzzy identity
based encryption that provide a new means for
encrypting data. Goyal et al[6], in there paper divide
ABE into two category as KP-ABE and CP-ABE.
Data owner encrypt the data using attributes and this
encrypted data is decrypt using secret key associated
by access policy in case of KP-ABE. And in the case
of CP-ABE data is encrypted using access policy and
decrypted by secret key associated with set of
attributes. In this they mainly focused on KP-ABE.
Bethencourt[7] introduces a scheme for the
identification of encrypted information with
complex access control called CP-ABE. According
to the work, the author proposed that even if the
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storage server is untrusted, the information could be
kept confidential. And also, this method is secure
against collusion attacks. In this paper, the author
used the concept of attributes. The characteristics are
used to define the credentials of a user[8,9,10], and
information is determined by a party encryption
policy for who can decrypt.
Chase, M. [11] suggested a scheme can
withstand any number of corrupt authorities. The
author applies this technique to attain a multiauthority form of identical access control AttributeBased Encryption. According to this scheme each
user has to prove his set of attributes to the third
party to obtain a secret key[12]. The main challenge
of single authority Attribute-Based Encryption is
preventing collusion. This problem is addressed in
this paper by introducing the multiauthority scheme.
Currently available CP-ABE schemes are provably
secure and used for highly expressed access policies
like linear secret-sharing scheme[13,14,15,16].
LSSS matrix are used to represent corresponding
monotone access structure[17,18]. A threshold
secret sharing scheme was introduced by
Shamir[19]. Brickell[20] develop some ideal scheme
based on ideal secret sharing scheme for some access
structure.
1.2 Our Contribution
In this paper, we propose a new CP-ABE scheme,
which is based on extended LSSS called multi-linear
secret-sharing scheme. Which does not require a
complex conversion or simplification of Boolean
formula.
 Our scheme uses multi-linear secretsharing scheme which can directly apply to
any complex Boolean formula and can be
convert it into corresponding LSSS matrix.
 Our CP-ABE scheme is constructed with
this multi-linear secret sharing scheme as
access policy and reduce the complexity
and improved efficiency.
1.3 Organization
We present some preliminaries and definitions
in section II. In section III and IV we define and
describe our construction in CP-ABE scheme with
multi-linear secret sharing scheme and security
analysis. Section V we include some open problem.
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PRELIMINARIE

This section provides some definitions and
background information that are used for the CPABE schemes.
2.1 Bilinear Mapping
Consider 𝔾 and 𝔾
as two cyclic
(multiplicative) groups and of prime order 𝑝.
Bilinear mapping is represented as 𝑒: 𝔾 × 𝔾 → 𝔾
having following three properties.
 Bilinearity: This is for any 𝑔 ∈ 𝔾 and any
𝛼, 𝛽 ∈ ℤ , 𝑒 𝑔 , 𝑔 = 𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔) .
 Nondegeneracy: For a generator 𝑔 of 𝔾,
𝑒(𝑔, 𝑔) ≠ 1𝔾 .
 Computability: That is for any 𝑔 ∈ 𝔾 and
any 𝛼, 𝛽 ∈ ℤ , an algorithm is there to
comput𝑒 𝑒 𝑔 , 𝑔 in polynomial time.
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As define in [22], any LSSS as we define above
is reconstructed as follows. Let authorized set be 𝑆 ∈
𝔸, and 𝐼 ⊂ {1,2, … , 𝑚} is defined as 𝐼 = {𝑖: 𝜌(𝑖) ∈
𝑆}. There exist an constants {𝜔 ∈ ℤ } ∈ satisfying
∑ ∈ 𝜔 𝑀 = (1,0, … ,0), so that if{𝜆 } are valid
shares of secret s, then ∑ ∈ 𝜔 𝜆 = 𝑠. Also, these
constants {𝜔 } can be calculated in polynomial time
in the size of the share-generating matrix M. There
is no such constant for unauthorized set. The LSSS
is represented by (𝑀, 𝜌), and the number of rows of
M, that is p denotes its size.
3.

OUR CONSTRUCTION

3.1 Overview
We provide the construction of the CP-ABE
scheme in this section. The system contains below
mentioned entities. The diagrammatic representation
of system is shown in Fig 2.

2.2 Access Structure
Let set {𝑃 , 𝑃 , … . , 𝑃 } denotes parties. The
collection 𝔸 ⊆ 2 , ,….,
where access structure
𝔸 is called monotone if it satisfies 𝑋 ∈ 𝔸 and 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌
imply 𝑌 ∈ 𝔸 . Access structure is an monotone
collection 𝔸 of subsets in {𝑃 , 𝑃 , … . , 𝑃 } which
should be non-empty. Authorized sets are the sets in
𝔸. The set 𝐵 is called minimal set in 𝔸 if and only if
𝐵 ∈ 𝔸, and for each 𝐶 ⊊ 𝐵 it should be 𝐶 ∉ 𝔸[21].



Attribute authority: Attribute authority
control attribute universe. It generates its
own master secret key and public
parameter. Its main duty is to check validity
of the user’s attribute. If that is an
authorized user it sends a secret key
according to his attribute.



Data Owner: Data owner is the one who
wants data to store in a third party storage.
Based on an access policy that who are all
the user that can read his message, he/she
will create an access policy and message is
encrypted with that access policy.



User: Each user has set of attributes and its
corresponding secret key. If secret key of a
user matches the access policy of message
he/she can read the message. Otherwise the
permission will be denied.



Semitrusted third party storage: This entity
is in charge of storing outsourced data, ie
data owner encrypts data and send to third
party storage. This is the place where user
store data and it can be any kind of storage
service.

2.3 Linear Secret Sharing Schemes (LSSS)
We can call a secret sharing scheme Π over a set of
parties 𝒫 as linear (over ℤ ) if it satisfies following
two conditions such as:
 A vector over ℤ is formed by shares of
party and
 There exists a matrix M called the sharegeneration matrix for Π. M contains p rows
and q columns. And for every i, where i
=1,2,…,p, the 𝑖 row 𝑀 of matrix M can
be denoted by a party 𝜌(𝑖) where this 𝜌 is a
function from {1,2,…,p} to 𝒫. Column
vector 𝑣⃗ is given such that 𝑣⃗ =
{𝑠, 𝑟 , 𝑟 , … , 𝑟 ), where 𝑠 ∈ ℤ represent the
secret which is to be shared and
𝑟 , 𝑟 , … , 𝑟 ∈ ℤ are chosen randomly.
Vector 𝑀𝑣⃗ is p shares of the secret s
according to Π. The share 𝜆 = (𝑀𝑣⃗) , ie,
the inner product 𝑀 . 𝑣⃗ which belongs to
party 𝜌(𝑖).
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to encrypt the message. The Decrypt algorithm is
executed by user side to decrypt the message.
4.

MULTI-LINEAR SECRET-SHARING IN
CP-ABE SCHEME

4.1 Construction

Figure 2: Framework of Attribute-Based
Encryption.
3.2 Framework
In our framework we have four algorithms such
as: Setup, Encrypt, KeyGen, and Decrypt. We will
explain each algorithm in detail.
Setup (λ, U) → (𝑃𝐾, 𝑀𝑆𝐾) The input to this
algorithm are security parameter λ and attribute
universe U. Public parameters 𝑃𝐾 and a master key
𝑀𝑆𝐾 are the outputs. This algorithm initialise the
system.
Encrypt (𝑃𝐾, 𝔸 , 𝑀) → 𝐶𝑇 This algorithm is to
encrypt the message for that it takes input as public
parameters 𝑃𝐾, a message 𝑀, and an access
structure 𝔸. Output is the respective ciphertext 𝐶𝑇.
It can decrypt only by an user that having attributes
that satisfies the access structure.
KeyGen (𝑀𝑆𝐾, 𝑆) → 𝑆𝐾 The algorithm generates
private key SK by taking input as master secret key
𝑀𝑆𝐾, and a set of attributes 𝑆.
Decrypt (𝑃𝐾, 𝐶𝑇, 𝑆𝐾) → 𝑀
The
decryption
algorithm decrypts ciphertext and generate back
message by taking input as the public parameters
𝑃𝐾, a ciphertext 𝐶𝑇, which contains an access
policy, and a private key 𝑆𝐾. If set 𝑆 of attributes
satisfies the access structure, then the algorithm
returns message 𝑀.

In this section we have shown the
construction of LSSS matrix and multi-linear secret
sharing scheme which is the proposed one. In the
case of CP-ABE the data owner encrypts the data
with access policy and store it in third party storage.
This access policy represents who all can decrypt
this data. Each user will have a set of attributes.
Based on this attribute a secret key is generate. The
user will use this secret key to decrypt data. If the
attributes in the secret key matches the attribute in
access policy, he is an authorized user and he can
decrypt the data otherwise he can’t access the data.
4.1.1

Linear
Secret
Construction

Sharing

Matrix

Lewko and Waters developed an algorithm
that construct a LSSS matrix from any Boolean
formulas [23]. Below we are explaining this
algorithm briefly with an example. The input is any
access tree, that is the representation of any
monotone Boolean formula. Output is the
corresponding LSSS matrix. First, we have to
convert monotone Boolean formula to equivalent but
shorter form.
For example, if the boolean formula is:
𝑇⋀((𝑃⋀𝑄)⋁(𝑃⋀𝑅)⋁(𝑃⋀𝑆)⋁(𝑄⋀𝑅)⋁(𝑄⋀𝑆)⋁(𝑅⋀𝑆))
The equivalent but compressed boolean formula is
𝑇⋀(((𝑃⋀𝑄)⋁(𝑅⋀𝑆))⋁((𝑃⋁𝑄)⋀(𝑅⋁𝑆)))
The algorithm first initializes root node vector, v as
(1), is a vector and its length is 1. Then initialize
counter variable, c as 1. As next step it goes down
each level and labels each node as follows:

In this frame work we have four algorithm
each algorithm is executing in different entity. The
algorithms Setup and KeyGen are executed by
attribute authority. In the case of Setup attribute
authority generate public parameters and master key.
And in the case of KeyGen algorithm attribute
authority generate private key for each user. The
Encrypt algorithm is executed in data owner entity
1407



Parent node: OR gate with vector v
label both child as v
c is unchanged;



Parent node: AND gate with vector v,
Append v with 0’s at end and make it same
as the length of c
label left child with vector v||1 (|| represent
concatenation)
right child with vector (0,….,0)||-1 ((0,…,0
) is of length c) increment c by 1.
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As an example consider the Boolean formula P
AND (S OR (Q AND R)). The access tree
representation of the given formula is shown below
in Fig 3 with the labels for each node we got after
applying Lewko and Waters algorithm.

𝜆 =6
𝜆 =-4
𝜆 =1
𝜆 =-5
I={i : 𝜌(i) 𝜖𝑆}
I={{1,2}{1,3,4}}, Which means the
authorized ser are {{P,S},{P,Q,R}}.
There exist constants {𝜔 𝜖𝑍 } satisfying
∑ ∈ 𝜔 𝑀 = (1,0, … . . ,0)
So that if {⋋ } are valid shares of any secret
s according to ∏, then ∑ ∈ 𝜔 ⋋ = 𝑠
Consider {1,2}
∑ ∈ 𝜔 𝑀 = (1,0, … . . ,0)
𝜔 [1 1 0] + 𝜔 [0 −1 0] = (1,0,0)
[𝜔 𝜔 0] + [0 −𝜔 0] = (1,0,0)
𝜔 =1, 𝜔 =1
∑∈𝜔 ⋋
=1*6+1*-4
=2
which is the secret.
ie, {P,S} is an authorized set.

Figure 3: Access tree representation of the
Boolean formula P AND (S OR (Q AND R)).
The rows of LSSS matrix are
corresponding labelling of leaf node. We append
shorter length vector with 0’s to form same length
vectors. LSSS matrix is:

A secret sharing scheme ∏ over a set of parties 𝒫
(attributes) is called linear if:

𝜔 [1

Consider {1,3}
∑ ∈ 𝜔 𝑀 = (1,0, … . . ,0)
]
1 0 + 𝜔 [0 −1 1] = (1,0,0)
𝜔 =1, 𝜔 =1
∑∈𝜔 ⋋
=1*6+1*1
=7
which is not the secret.
ie {P,R} is an unauthorized set.

In general,

Given a column vector 𝜐 = (s,𝑟 ,….., 𝑟 )
2
𝜐= 4
5
The secret is 2 and the share 𝜆 = (M 𝜐) ,
belongs to party 𝜌(𝑖)
2
𝜆 = [1 1 0] 4
5
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Multi-linear Secret Sharing Scheme
In general,

Multi linear secret sharing scheme are natural
generalization of linear schemes[24]. From the
above example of LSSS matrix we saw that it use a
linear mapping to share the secret. Also, in case of
LSSS secret is an one field element but in the case of
multi linear secret sharing scheme secret is more
than one field element. As it contains secret in more
than one field this will increase the security of the
whole scheme. In the example below we have shown
two rows as secret but we can have any number of
rows as secret. For larger case which means for more
number of rows we can have more number of secret
as it will increase security of the scheme.
As we can see the number of secrets increases
the complexity also increases that will increase the
security of the whole scheme. As same as normal
linear seret sharing scheme this can also apply to any
complex Boolean formula.
This is easy to
implement as same as linear secret sharing scheme
and it is applicable to any type of attribute-based
encryption. It can be used in KP-ABE or CP-ABE.
Also, it can be implemented in any complex access
policy. AS it is similar to LSSS which is already
using in access policy this is easy to implement just
we have to add some modification to the existing
scheme.
Below we have shown a general form of multilinear secret sharing scheme. In this case there is two
secret and two random number. This is one case, in
general we can have n number of secrets. This will
increase the complexity of the structure as well as
security. So, there is an option which we can decide
on the number of secrets. The whole scheme is
worked based on the number of secrets. The main
advantage of multi-linear secret sharing scheme is
that it ia applicable to any kind of attribute-based
encryption scheme also it can apply on any complex
Boolean formula.
There are many access policy such as Boolean,
access tree, linear secret sharing matrix each has
their own advantages and disadvantages. Our
scheme is a variation linear secret sharing scheme
which has all its feature and advantages plus some
more additional features and advantage which makes
our scheme more reliable.

We will explain this with an example,
In the below example we have included two secret
which is 2 and 4 and the random number is 5. Here
we have four users they are P, Q, R and S.

Consider {1,2}
∑ ∈ 𝜔 𝑀 = (1,0, … . . ,0)
𝜔 [1 1 0]+ 𝜔 [0 −1 0] = (1,0,0)
[𝜔 𝜔 0] + [0 −𝜔 0] = (1,0,0)
𝜔 =1, 𝜔 =1
∑∈𝜔 ⋋
=1*6+1*-4
=2
which is the secret.
ie, {P, S} is an authorized set.
𝜔 [1 1 0]+ 𝜔 [0 −1 0] = (0,1,0)
[𝜔 𝜔 0] + [0 − 𝜔 0] = (0,1,0)
𝜔 =0, 𝜔 =-1
∑∈𝜔 ⋋
=0+-1*-4
=4
which is the secret
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Consider {1,3}
∑ ∈ 𝜔 𝑀 = (1,0, … . . ,0)
𝜔 [1 1 0]+ 𝜔 [0 −1 1] = (1,0,0)
𝜔 =1, 𝜔 =1
∑∈𝜔 ⋋
=1*6+1*1
=7
which is not the secret.
ie
{P,R}
is
an
unauthorized set.
𝜔 [1 1 0]+ 𝜔 [0
𝜔 =0, 𝜔 =1

−1 1] = (0,1,0)
∑∈𝜔 ⋋
=0+1*1
=1
which is not the secret.
ie
{P,R}
is
an
unauthorized set.

In the above example, there is two secret
which is 2 and 4. When we consider set P, S it is able
to generate both secret that’s why it is considered as
authorized set. While the set P.R not able to generate
both secret so it is unauthorized set. In this example
we consider only two secrets but in general we can
share any number of secrets. When the number of
secrets increase it will also increase the overall
security of the whole scheme.
As we can see multi-linear secret sharing
scheme is a variation of linear secret sharing scheme
in which the number of secrets varies and this will
improve the security of the system.
5.

DISCUSSION

A new CP-ABE scheme called multi-linear
secret sharing is proposed that is based on extended
LSSS called multi-linear secret-sharing scheme.
Which does not require a complex conversion or
simplification of Boolean formula. Our scheme uses
multi-linear secret-sharing scheme which can
directly apply to any complex Boolean formula and
can be convert it into corresponding LSSS matrix.
Proposed scheme is more powerful than
existing linear schemes and it is more secure while
comparing other access policy. Also, it is easy to
implement. Based on the study that we conducted on
literature we identified that multi-linear secret
sharing scheme can implement in any access policy.
It can improve access structure representation when
compare to present access policy. While comparing

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

existing access policy used in literature this multilinear access policy can be used in any complicated
access structure where normal access policy can’t
use.
6.

CONCLUSION

Secret sharing scheme are useful in many
cryptographic applications. General constructions
are based on linear algebra. Multi-linear secret
sharing scheme are extension of linear secret
sharing scheme. Also in terms of efficiency multilinear schemes are more efficient than linear scheme.
It can be apply to any explicit access structures.
Some of the open problems are to identity more
applications in which we can replace LSSS with
multi linear secret sharing scheme. Another problem
is to providing better separation between linear and
multi linear secret sharing scheme.
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